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Introduction

People of Color, specifically Black and Latino/Brown men, continue to be underrepresented in many science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields (Funk & Parker, 2018; Roy, 2018). Indeed, among engineering undergraduates nationally, only 2.7% and 7.8% of all engineering bachelor’s degrees in the USA in 2018 were awarded to Black and Latino men, respectively (Roy, 2018). One explanation for the dearth of Black and Latino men in engineering is that engineering (and STEM) identity often is not inclusive of People of Color (Malone & Barabino, 2009; McGee, 2016; McGee & Martin, 2011; Ortiz et al., 2020). Students from minoritized racial and ethnic communities may be less likely to identify with an area of study and profession that are perceived as (Archer, 2008) and continue to be mostly male and White (Atwater, 2000; Bodzin & Gehringer, 2001; Braden, 2020; Calabrese Barton & Tan, 2010; Collins, 2018; Moore III et al., 2003; Starr, 2018; Tan & Calabrese Barton, 2010), and hostile to People of Color (McGee, 2016, 2020; Seymour & Hewitt, 1997).
Afterschool STEM Learning

One way researchers and practitioners have sought to make STEM spaces more inclusive and enhance Students of Color’s beliefs about STEM is through informal learning opportunities such as afterschool programs. Afterschool STEM programs can be innovative environments for exploration and engagement (Moreno et al., 2016). Students benefit from the smaller group sizes, greater instructional flexibility (Dabney et al., 2012), and the lower stakes that afterschool programs often offer (Maltese & Tai, 2010). Importantly, afterschool programs can allow students to engage with STEM on their terms, redefining what it means to do STEM and be a STEM person (Calabrese Barton & Tan, 2010; Calabrese Barton et al., 2013; Gonsalves et al., 2013; Ryu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2021). Recent research suggests that participating students can improve their STEM knowledge as well as their STEM interest (Dabney et al., 2012; Maltese & Tai, 2010) and help develop their STEM identity (Allen et al., 2019; Calabrese Barton et al., 2013; Gonsalves et al., 2013; Ryu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2021). However, we know less about how afterschool programs cultivate STEM identity among elementary-aged students.

The purpose of this study, then, was to investigate how the components of one afterschool engineering program tap into engineering identity formation among fourth- and fifth-grade Black and Brown boys. The following research question guided our study: How do the critical components of an afterschool engineering program connect to engineering identity among elementary-aged Black and Brown boys? We leverage recent research syntheses on STEM (Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020) and engineering identity (Patrick & Borrego, 2016; Rodriguez et al., 2018) to argue that the program and its key components play both constructive and protective roles.

Theoretical and Empirical Foundations

In this section, we describe the theoretical and empirical foundations for our study. We begin by defining STEM and engineering identities. Then, we describe three barriers to STEM identity formation among Students of Color. After that, we highlight how STEM and engineering identities form, focusing on identity formation among historically marginalized students. Finally, we offer the conceptual framework that we used to guide our work.

STEM Identity

Scholars have defined STEM identity in multiple ways. For example, Brickhouse (2001) defines science identity as “the sense of who students are, what they believe they are capable of, and what they want to do and become in regard to science” (as cited in Aschbacher et al., 2010, p. 566). Carlone and Johnson (2007) describe science identity as the convergence of three components: competence, performance, and recognition. Competence refers to the belief that one is good at a task. Performance refers to the evidence that one is good at a task. Recognition refers to both the external and internal acknowledgment of one’s competence and belonging. Collins (2018) proposes a framework for understanding STEM identity among Black students specifically, arguing that there are four dimensions: reflective identity (sense of belonging), competence or ability, value or interest (which reflects the intersection of what students believe is essential and what society values), and assimilation (what students must do to be successful in STEM; Collins, 2018).

The authors of two recent reviews of STEM identity research tried to make sense of the different definitions by categorizing them into three dimensions (Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020). The first dimension is subjective/social, which refers to how one sees oneself in relation to STEM and how identity is constituted through STEM-related social discourse and practice. In this light, STEM identity is how one perceives oneself in relation to STEM and the extent to which others recognize that STEM identity. The second dimension, representational/enacted, refers to how identity is constituted through “narratives or stories about one-self” (Radovic et al., 2018, p. 26) or through the ways one engages or participates in STEM. In other words, the second dimension defines identity through how one talks about oneself and how one performs roles related to STEM. The third and final dimension is how identity changes over time or the malleability of identity.

Engineering Identity

Engineering education researchers have drawn on the STEM identity literature to define engineering identity, and thus conceptualizations of engineering identity vary across studies (Morelock, 2017; Patrick & Borrego, 2016; Rodriguez et al., 2018). Existing definitions tap into the subjective/social and representational/enacted dimensions, though all also assume that engineering identity is malleable and can be cultivated. For example, Tonso (2006a) proposes three dimensions that

---

1 We refer to identities that relate to science, technology, engineering, or math as STEM. As such, we draw on literature from across the four areas.
We use the term Latinx because, in Spanish, Latino refers to men and Latina to women and we seek to be inclusive of all genders.

Researchers have identified multiple ways that students can develop an engineering identity. In his review of research on engineering identity, Morelock (2017) uncovered three factors that influence engineering identity formation: constructive factors, detractive factors, and directional factors. Constructive factors help students develop an engineering identity, detractive factors weaken or inhibit engineering identity formation, and directional factors shape the nature of the engineering identity that forms. Morelock (2017) categorizes constructive factors as engineering experiences, which expose students to engineering practices and knowledge, and engineering network, which is the accumulation of connections, such as peers, professionals, and role models.

2 We use the term Latinx because, in Spanish, Latino refers to men and Latina to women and we seek to be inclusive of all genders.
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In this study, we consider an afterschool STEM program as a set of constructive factors that can help develop the participating students’ engineering identity and protect against barriers to engineering identity development. We use the program’s key components—hands-on engineering design activities and STEM mentors (Manuel et al., 2018; Snodgrass et al., 2021)—as a starting point for understanding how the program can cultivate or enhance engineering identity in elementary-age Black and Brown boys through the provision of engineering experiences and an engineering network. For this reason, we focus here on three mechanisms: practicing or “doing” STEM, being exposed to STEM role models, and having a STEM mentor.

**Doing Engineering**

One way that researchers suggest that students form an engineering identity is the doing of STEM—through classes, afterschool activities, books they read, observations of parents or family members working, and other STEM-related experiences. Indeed, many scholars contend that students develop STEM identities by representing and enacting STEM-related roles in communities of practice: the doing of STEM in the form of hands-on and authentic activities (Adams & Gupta, 2013; Aschbacher et al., 2010; Major & Kim, 2017; Olitsky, 2007; Packard & Nguyen, 2003; Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020; Yoon et al., 2014) and the use of scientific language or discourse (Brown, 2004; Brown et al., 2005; Dou et al., 2019; Radovic et al., 2018; Ryu et al., 2019). Authentic activities such as afterschool programs (Calabrese Barton et al., 2013), service-learning (Dukhan et al., 2008), team projects and collaboration (McLean et al., 2020; Tonso, 2006a, 2006b), and open-ended design challenges (Baldwin et al., 2016; Chu et al., 2019; Lachapelle & Cunningham, 2017; Rohde et al., 2019) are examples of doing (enactment) that can cultivate relevant discourse (representation) (Allie et al., 2009; Brown et al., 2005; Ryu et al., 2019) and specialized cultural knowledge (Brown et al., 2005; Tonso, 2006a). Furthermore, authentic engineering activities can help cultivate an engineering identity’s subjective/social dimension—as a narrative of oneself as an engineer (Calabrese Barton et al., 2013; Eliot & Turns, 2011; Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020). Students’ use of engineering-specific discourse and practices demonstrates how they can “try out” engineering identities by utilizing the vocabulary and practices that engineers use.

**Role Models**

A second way that students can develop an engineering identity is by having positive role models. Role models can act as constructive factors by mitigating the stereotype threat that marginalized groups often experience in settings where historically they have been excluded. Under some conditions, observing a role model similar to oneself with the same race and/or gender can lessen the negative impact of stereotype threat on performance. For example, a 2009 study examined the effect of President Obama as a role model for Black Americans, concluding that exposure to his nomination by the Democratic Party in 2008 and his election in 2009 diminished the effect of negative racial stereotypes on the verbal performance of a sample of Black American adults (Marx et al., 2009). Similarly, exposure to role model biographies that contradict STEM stereotypes positively affected the sense of belonging among undergraduates studying STEM areas and non-STEM areas and on the STEM students’ academic self-efficacy (Shin et al., 2016). Finally, researchers studying elementary-aged Girls of Color participating in an informal engineering program found that the undergraduate engineering students who participated in the program served as role models. The students described how they connected with the role models, who helped the young students see engineering differently (McLean et al., 2020).

**Mentors**

A third and final constructive mechanism of identity development that we explore is mentoring. Mentoring is an increasingly common strategy to address the underrepresentation of White women, Black, and Latinx students (and people more generally) in STEM (Kupersmidt et al., 2018; National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, 2019). Mentoring can enhance mentee STEM identity in several ways. The first is making mentees feel like they belong as part of a community (Mondisa, 2018; Mondisa & McComb, 2015, 2018; Yu et al., 2021). Second, it may expose mentees to mentors who share the same racial or ethnic identity, which is particularly important for marginalized students who otherwise may not see people who look like them working in STEM fields (Alston et al., 2017; Mondisa, 2018; Rosenthal et al., 2013; Shin et al., 2016; Young et al., 2013). Moreover, though most research on mentors in elementary and secondary STEM has focused on women, general research on role models and mentoring (Saddler, 2010) as well as research on mentoring in postsecondary STEM settings (Alston et al., 2017) suggest these relationships hold for marginalized Black and Brown boys (National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, 2019). Finally, STEM mentors may enhance their mentees’ STEM identity by helping the mentees see that a career path in STEM is feasible and that it is worth persisting through the many challenges they are likely to encounter (Mondisa, 2018).

---
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Summary and Gaps in the Literature

Researchers increasingly utilize identity as a construct to understand the continued marginalization of students in STEM more broadly (Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020) and in engineering specifically (Morelock, 2017; Patrick & Borrego, 2016; Rodriguez et al., 2018). Engineering identity formation is subject to factors that are constructive and cultivate it further, those that are detractive and inhibit its development, and those that shape its nature. As discussed above, researchers have identified at least two detractive factors or barriers to identity development: identity interference and a lack of a sense of belonging. Afterschool STEM programs, particularly those with a mentoring component, can be constructive and protective against detractive factors because they provide an opportunity to “do” engineering and engage with role models and mentors.

Our understanding of how young Black and Brown boys develop an engineering identity still has gaps. The first is that most existing STEM identity research and engineering identity research generally has explicitly focused principally on older students and, therefore, may be limited in its ability to explain engineering identity formation among younger, elementary school-aged children (Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020). Nevertheless, the elementary years are crucial for developing students’ engineering identities, as interest in STEM areas tends to drop beginning in middle school (Hill et al., 2010; Maltese & Tai, 2011; Sadler et al., 2012). For this reason, we focus our work on elementary-aged students. A second gap is that relatively little research examines boys’ participation in afterschool STEM programs and how those programs may cultivate their STEM or engineering identities. For very good reasons, many STEM enrichment programs and initiatives focus on girls; however, Boys of Color also are underrepresented in STEM majors (National Center for Education Statistics, 2019) and careers (National Science Foundation, 2020) relative to their White and Asian peers. For this reason, our program—and therefore our research—focuses on Black and Brown boys. Finally, a third gap in existing research is that few studies examine how afterschool programs can cultivate engineering identity among young Black and Brown boys. We seek to address this gap by drawing on recent research on STEM and engineering identity to demonstrate how the program’s key components tap into engineering identity formation for the young boys.

Conceptual Framework: Connecting Program Components to Engineering Identity Formation

Our goal is to understand and articulate how designing and implementing an afterschool engineering program with a mentoring component can support engineering identity formation among Black and Brown boys. As depicted in Figure 1, we draw on recent research syntheses of STEM (Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020) to define engineering identity—the outcome of interest—as having three dimensions: subjective/social, representational/enactment, and malleability. Then, we leverage Morelock’s (2017) synthesis of engineering identity research to identify key program components that function as constructive factors that promote engineering identity development. In this way, we conceptually link identity to the factors that help enhance it. The two key program components we focus on are the...
engineering design projects as an example of engineering experiences and program mentors as providing engineering connections for the participating young students. We also include the two types of barriers that we described above: the lack of a sense of belonging that Students of Color experience in engineering environments and the way engineering identity may interfere with students’ existing identities. We argue that the program components connect to the three dimensions of engineering identity in ways that are both constructive (enhancing identity formation) and protective (lowering barriers to identity formation).

Program Components as Constructive

We begin with the ways that the program components are constructive for all students. First, the engineering design projects provide opportunities for young students to “try on” being an engineer, that is, to develop the representational/enactment dimension of engineering identity. This “trying on” occurs through the doing of engineering work as students engage in engineering practices (Adams & Gupta, 2013; Aschbacher et al., 2010; Major & Kirn, 2017; Olitsky, 2007; Packard & Nguyen, 2003; Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020; Yoon et al., 2014) and discourse (Allie et al., 2009; Brown, 2004; Brown et al., 2005; Dou et al., 2019; Radovic et al., 2018; Ryu et al., 2019; Tonso, 2006a). Second, the program mentors serve to cultivate the subjective/social dimension of engineering identity by recognizing the young students as engineers (Carlone & Johnson, 2007; Portsmore et al., 2019) and helping them see themselves as engineers.

Program Components as Protective

The program components also are protective against common barriers to engineering identity formation, which is important when working with historically marginalized students. The engineering design activities and the mentors help cultivate a sense of belonging among the young Black and Brown boys. In the same way that “doing” the work and speaking the language of engineers cultivates representational/enactment identity, it also makes them feel part of the engineering community of practice (Olitsky, 2007). The mentors also make the young students feel that they belong because the mentors can connect with the students on a personal level and many of them share racial and ethnic identities with the students. In other words, the mentors help the students feel comfortable and see themselves in the engineering community.

Both program components also help address identity interference in ways similar to how they engender a sense of belonging. The engineering design activities are designed to be engaging, have low stakes, and be relevant to the students. Because the activities are engaging and relevant, the students are more willing to participate in a meaningful and not transactional way. The meaningful participation and the joy that the students derive from the activities help them connect with the work. The low-stakes nature of the activities derives from the engineering design process itself as it assumes that students will test and refine their designs, i.e., they can make and correct mistakes (Hynes et al., 2011). The relevance of the activities also helps with identity interference by demonstrating that engineering work is for people like them. At the same time, the mentors, as role models, demonstrate that engineering is for people who look like them and who have shared interests. In other words, because the mentors can relate to the students personally—helping the students see themselves in the mentors—the young students are more likely to see that engineering is for them and people like themselves. In short, by making the young students feel like they belong in the engineering community, the activities and the mentors help lower the risk of identity interference.

Research Design and Methods

This study comprises a case study of an afterschool engineering program completing its third year of implementation at three elementary schools. A case study is an approach to inquiry in which the researcher examines one case—“a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” (Yin, 2002, p. 13)—with the goal of answering “how” and “why” questions about the case (Yin, 2002). As a design for the present inquiry, we consider our data as part of a single holistic design where the program is our single case or unit of analysis. One of the three schools has hosted the afterschool program since the spring of 2017, the second has hosted it since the fall of 2018, and the third was in its first semester of implementation in the fall of 2019, the last semester we consider here due to COVID-19’s interruption of in-person learning.

Program Description

The afterschool STEM program was created in 2013 in a small city in Illinois to teach young Black and Latino boys engineering design through math and science content and to increase the boys’ interest in STEM studies and careers through the mentoring relationship. Since the fall of 2016, the program has operated in a large metropolitan area in Texas, in the
region’s urban core. The afterschool program runs for eight weeks during both the fall and spring semesters, with sessions occurring three times a week—twice after school for an hour and a half and on Saturday mornings for two hours. The afterschool STEM mentoring program is designed to maximize the boys’ exposure to STEM knowledge and careers. The mentors, who beginning in the spring of 2018 were paid, are required to attend the three sessions as well as a weekly mentor meeting.

In a typical weekday session, the mentors welcome the boys, have them sign in, and then sit at tables or grouped desks with the boys to help them with the math problem of the day. The mentors are assigned to one site per semester but are not assigned to specific mentees; whether they choose to work with a single group or multiple groups of students depends on the site and the nature of the interactions and relationships that organically develop. The typical ratio of participants to mentors is 5:1. After that, if it is a Tuesday, the mentors introduce the STEM professional of the week, who almost always is Black or Brown. The boys spend the bulk of their time across the three days working on the week’s design challenge. On Tuesdays, they engage in an activity that allows them to explore the central topic (e.g., polymers). On Thursdays, the mentors present the students with the design challenge, and the students must design and test a solution. On Saturdays, they redesign and test their refined designs/solutions with the help of family members (Manuel et al., 2018).

Setting

Currently, the afterschool STEM program is being implemented in three elementary schools in the same large city in Texas. The schools have very different student populations (see Table 1) and have received different ratings on the state accountability ratings (Texas Education Agency, 2019). Two of the participating schools—Barbara Jordan Elementary School (Jordan) and Cesar Chavez Elementary School (Chavez)—are traditional public schools that are Title I schools. The charter school (Charter), which has participated in the afterschool program since the spring of 2017, is a university-affiliated K-5 public charter school. Some students have parents who work at the affiliated university as faculty or staff, and so some, but not all, students at the charter school have high levels of exposure to STEM outside of the school setting. However, there also is a great deal of variability in student achievement within Charter across all grade levels and subjects: the average pass rate across all tests and grade levels in 2019 was 63% but was much lower for Black (47%), Latinx (61%), special education (11%), and economically disadvantaged (38%) students and was much higher for White (90%) students (Texas Education Agency, 2019). In contrast, Jordan and Chavez had higher average pass rates, 66% and 75%, respectively, with less variability across student groups.

Participants

We recruited our participants from the students and mentors who participated in the afterschool program during the last year and a half. Over four semesters, we recruited approximately 60 students and 20 mentors to participate in the study. Seven of the 20 mentors participated during more than one semester. As we describe in Table 2, four of the participating mentors identified as women, seven identified as Latinx, eleven as Black, one as White, and one as South Asian. One mentor participated as an alumnus of the university, while a second mentor was a graduate student. The remaining mentors were undergraduate students, all but two of whom were majoring in engineering.

The students who participated in the program and the study came from the three elementary schools described above. Over four semesters and across the three schools, approximately 60 students participated in the afterschool program and the study. According to program statistics from the 2018–2019 school year (the first year we report on here), 53% of students identified as Latino, 31% identified as Black, 4% identified as Asian, 4% as Black and Latino, and just under 7% identified either as more than one race, White and Latino, or White. Approximately 30% of the students in the program attend (or attended) Jordan ES, 40% attend Chavez ES, and 30% attend (or attended) Charter.

Table 1
Demographics of school case sites from 2018–2019 academic year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Enrollment</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Latinx</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Economically disadvantaged</th>
<th>State accountability ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chavez</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(3\) The names of the schools are pseudonyms.
Data Collection

In this section, we describe how we collected data for the study. We summarize all forms of data and the frequency with which we collected the data each semester in Table 3.

**Interviews**

At the end of each semester, we interviewed the mentors, including any returning mentors. The mentor interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes and were semi-structured (see Appendix B for the interview protocol). We interviewed five mentors in spring 2018, eleven mentors in fall 2018, six mentors in spring 2019, and five mentors in fall 2019. In the first three semesters we report on here, we interviewed all participating students in focus groups of five to seven students (approximately 40 students across the three semesters). However, in the fourth semester, we conducted one-on-one interviews with 18 students throughout the semester. Due to scheduling challenges, we interviewed the boys at the beginning of the semester at Charter, but at schools Chavez and Jordan, we interviewed them at the end of fall 2019. The focus groups lasted approximately 30–45 minutes, and the one-on-one student interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes. We audio-recorded all interviews and sent them out for professional transcription. Two authors collected the data and reviewed the transcripts for accuracy, making adjustments as necessary. When possible (i.e., one-to-one interviews), we use pseudonyms for our participants.

**Observations**

Finally, we observed two weeks of the program for six observations at each campus per semester. Observations lasted between 45 and 60 minutes, and we did not use a protocol. Instead, we spent 2–3 minutes with each mentor–mentee dyad or group and then rotated to a new dyad or group. We continued this rotation through the entirety of each observation with the

---

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mentor</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race/ethnicity</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audrey</td>
<td>Fall 2018</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Civil engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>Fall 2018–spring 2019</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Chemical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael</td>
<td>Fall 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>Industrial engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>Fall 2018–fall 2019</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Industrial engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>Spring 2017, fall 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge</td>
<td>Fall 2018–fall 2019</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelo</td>
<td>Fall 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepthi</td>
<td>Fall 2018</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>South Asian</td>
<td>Chemical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis</td>
<td>Fall 2018–fall 2019</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley</td>
<td>Fall 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Computer engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>Spring 2017, fall 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Electrical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver</td>
<td>Spring 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar</td>
<td>Spring 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Computer engineering technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>Spring 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Chemical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo</td>
<td>Spring 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary</td>
<td>Spring 2018</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Petroleum engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron</td>
<td>Spring 2019</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>Fall 2019</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonatan</td>
<td>Fall 2019</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>Chemical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter</td>
<td>Fall 2019</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Frequency of collection</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mentor interviews</td>
<td>1 × semester</td>
<td>45–60 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student focus groups</td>
<td>1 × semester</td>
<td>30–45 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student interviews</td>
<td>1 × semester</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>2 weeks × semester: 6 sessions per semester</td>
<td>45–60 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aIn the first three semesters of the program, we interviewed the students in a focus group, but in the fourth semester, we interviewed them one-on-one.*
goal of “sampling” multiple moments or interactions from each observation. We sought to be passive observers throughout the observations and did not ask the students questions about their work or designs. We did, however, try to document the explanations the students offered when the mentors asked them about their work. In the first two semesters, we took detailed field notes during our observations, including timestamps, who was engaged in the interaction, what they were doing, who was talking, and what they were saying. In the third and fourth semesters, we video-recorded six sessions (two weeks) at each school for a total of 18 video observations, following the same routine of spending 2–3 minutes with each mentor–mentee dyad or group and then rotating to a new dyad or group.

Data Analysis

Following Ryu and colleagues (2019), our analysis focused on the program as the unit of analysis. We began with our interview data and then analyzed our observation data.

Interview Data

One of the authors analyzed the interview data in two stages. First, we read the transcripts and coded them using *a priori* codes derived from the conceptual framework we describe above. We began by searching for examples of the two key program components—the engineering design projects and mentors—as constructive of identity. For example, we read for instances when the mentors or students referred to the activities they had completed or when the students talked about the mentors. Then, we considered the constructive nature of the program as it connected to two of the three dimensions of identity (representational/enactment and subjective/social). For example, we searched for instances when the students described their work during the activities or instances when the mentors spoke about the students as budding engineers. Finally, we read examples of the program components as protective against a lack of a sense of belonging and against identity interference. For example, we searched for instances when the students described their work during the activities or instances when the mentors spoke about the students as budding engineers. Then, we coded the transcripts a second time, searching for emergent themes (see Appendix A for a list of all codes). These emergent themes were recurring and tended to relate to how the program activities and mentors enhanced the students’ sense of belonging (e.g., through friendship) and mitigated identity interference (e.g., through shared interests). We conducted all coding using Atlas.ti software.

Observation Data

We utilized the observations to triangulate our interview data and understand how the activities and mentors were constructive and tapped into the representational/enactment and subjective/social dimensions of identity. First, we reviewed our field notes using several of the same codes to code our interviews (see Appendix A). Then, we viewed the videos using the codes to identify conversations and interactions that exemplified internal and external recognition. We recorded the observation data in an Excel spreadsheet to highlight critical moments from each session (e.g., mentor physical or verbal praise). Once we had coded and recorded those critical moments in the spreadsheet, we used that information to write summaries of the sessions, focusing on those moments, interactions, and conversations that demonstrated how the program cultivated either external or external recognition of the students’ engineering identities. In these descriptions, we report only what we observed and inferred; we did not ask the students additional questions about their work as part of our observations. We selected two to include here.

Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness means that a study’s findings are worth reporting (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Throughout the study, we sought to enhance trustworthiness through triangulation and prolonged engagement in the field (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Triangulation is achieved when researchers search for and leverage agreement across more than one data source (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Denzin, 1978). In the present study, we triangulated across methods (i.e., interviews and observations). We also engaged with the afterschool program for a prolonged time (Fetterman, 2019). Here, we report on data collected in spring 2018 through fall 2019; however, the research team began attending and observing sessions and interviewing the mentors and mentees in 2017 when we piloted the afterschool program at Charter.

Position Statement

An important consideration with any research, but perhaps in particular with research about identity and marginalized identities, is the identities and positions of the researchers. Given the history of how researchers have portrayed marginalized communities and members of the Black community, researchers must examine their own identities, engage in reflection, and consider the context that the researcher and participants inhabit (Milner, 2007). One’s positionality serves as a lens through which one sees and interprets the world. Therefore researchers must reflect on and disclose their position.
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relative to their participants and relative to systems of oppression. Discussing positionality in the context of engineering education may be particularly important given the prevalence of post-positivist and colorblind approaches to research and knowing (Hampton et al., 2021; Mejia et al., 2018; Sochacka et al., 2018).

Though not meant to be a thorough reflection on our identities and positionalities, we do want to share something about ourselves and our relationship to the program we are studying. The first author is a Black male, an engineering professor, and the cofounder of the program. He helped start the program in 2013 in large part because he benefitted from Black mentors in engineering as a student. The second author is a White woman and an education professor. As a White woman and an outsider to the practice of engineering, she has worked closely with her team to identify and mitigate her biases. The third author also is a Black man and an engineering education professor. Though an insider to the experiences of Black men studying in engineering, he is an outsider to the program and relies on the team to check his understandings. The fourth author is a Black man and a cofounder of the program. As with the first author, he benefitted from strong mentors and sought to provide those experiences for young Black and Brown boys interested in engineering. Finally, the fifth author is a South Asian woman and a STEM education professor. Through her research, she is an insider to engineering education, but ethnically she is an outsider and relies on the team when considering findings and implications. Though the description of our team is brief, it demonstrates that our team is diverse, which is both a weakness and a strength. It means that we have multiple perspectives and experiences to draw from throughout the conduct of the research. However, it also means there is a mix of insiders and outsiders, which can affect everything from the program design to the interpretation of the findings. We have worked as a team to attend to our different experiences and positions continuously but recognize that this work is ongoing and imperfect.

Findings

The Program Components as Constructive

We begin by connecting the engineering design activities to identity as representational/enactment. Specifically, the activities provided an opportunity for the young students to “try on” being an engineer through doing and discourse. As described above, each week, the students participate in different engineering design projects to learn about the engineering design process and apply mathematics and science content knowledge. The engineering design process comprises a cycle of iterative work in which engineers identify and seek to understand the problem, design a solution, test the solution, and revise the original design based on their test results (Daugherty & Custer, 2012). Similarly, the Framework for K–12 Science Education defines engineering design as “an iterative cycle of design” (National Research Council, 2012, pp. 201–202) and recommends using it in classrooms to apply science and solve problems. The National Research Council Framework identifies three key engineering design ideas: (1) define—defining and stating the problem to be solved; (2) develop solutions—designing and evaluating potential solutions to the problem; and (3) optimize—testing and refining solutions. Within the Next Generation Science Standards themselves, there is a performance expectation for grades three through five that states that students should devise multiple solutions to a problem, comparing them according to which best addresses the constraints and criteria of the problem (Next Generation Science Standards, 2013).

The engineering design activities offer the students an opportunity to “try on” being an engineer—the engineering identity—as they work on the activities and talk with each other and the mentors about the work and the materials. A goal of the activities also is for the students to handle the types of tools that engineers and scientists might use, from electrical wires in the circuit activities to droppers in the DNA activity and sodium polyacrylate, a polymer used in diapers because of its absorbency (it can absorb up to 300 times its mass in liquid), in a flood mitigation activity. As we observed each semester’s sessions, we noted how the students handled the tools and increasingly used the technical terms they were exposed to as they spoke with one another and the mentors. Here, we briefly describe one example of how the students enacted engineering identity during the sessions. We provide some context for the activity and then describe some of the interactions that were representative of the session.

Identity as Representational/Enacted

The first activity we spotlight here is when the students learned about polymers. In the first lesson of the week, students learned that polymers are chains of repeating molecules and created a model using paper clips. In the second lesson, they learned that sodium polyacrylate is a polymer used in diapers because of its absorbency. Students dissected a diaper to observe the polymer and tested how much water a diaper can hold. In the culminating activity for the week, which occurred on a Saturday morning and was attended by the students’ family members, students were challenged to use any of a series of materials, including diapers, to create a barrier model to protect their model town from flooding. The polymer activity has been implemented twice since 2017, and here we report on our observations from a Saturday session at Charter
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The students designed solutions to protect their model towns from flooding, engaging in the design process and using engineering vocabulary.

Defining the Problem. The students worked with their teams to understand the challenge and their options. The lead mentor, Marcelo, explained that the students had to build a model of a town, which would then be flooded with one cup of water; the challenge was to keep the town from being destroyed. When the mentors announced the challenge, family members nodded their heads in recognition—the region is prone to severe flooding during regular rainstorms—and the students began suggesting potential strategies. The mentors passed out the materials to create their towns (packing peanuts and a slanted plastic tray meant for interior house-painting). Marcelo then pointed to a table full of materials that the students could use to protect their model towns, such as popsicle sticks, pebbles, sand, tape, and diapers. The students were excited, their voices rising and falling as they began to discuss strategies given the materials. Each mentor sat down at a table and asked students which materials they were thinking about using and why.

Developing and Testing Solutions. The students designed solutions to protect their model towns from flooding, engaging in engineering discourse throughout the session. Amidst the excitement, the mentors focused on helping the students articulate their ideas and put them on paper in a drawing. Marcelo circulated amongst the tables, pressing the students to explain their ideas and their choice of materials. For example, one student exclaimed that they should build a dam, to which the mentor at his table replied that was one option and then solicited other options. Oliver, a mentor at another table, asked the student to explain his proposed solution to his mother to ensure he understood it and to solicit the mother’s ideas. The student turned to his mother and explained how the polymer worked and what this might mean for the protection of the town—using the correct term, “polymer.” At a third table, a student called out a question about how they could use the materials—could they cut open the diaper to extract the sodium polyacrylate? Marcelo responded that they could, which prompted a rush of several boys to grab a diaper and scissors. The students returned to their tables with a diaper and began to deconstruct them. As a visiting older brother began to use scissors to cut open the diapers, the younger brother, a fourth-grade student, stopped him and handed him safety glasses, reminding him that he needed to use them if he worked with the polymers. The students continued to work this way for about 15 minutes, experimenting with different materials and configurations of materials and rearranging or adding objects in response to the mentors’ questions.

The testing of students’ solutions offered an additional opportunity to engage in engineering discourse. After Marcelo announced that time was up, the students raised their hands in the air and stepped back from their creations. Marcelo continued: now, the students would engage in the first round of testing. The first team to go comprised two students and a father. One of the students explained their design (houses at the bottom of the tray nestled into sand and behind a dam made of sodium polyacrylate, which was meant to absorb the water so it could not knock the houses over) and their choice of materials, including the polymer. Then the other students gathered around as the lead mentor measured out one cup of water and poured it down the tray. The students observed and shouted, “cool!” jumping in the air and punching their fists upwards as they watched the water descend and knock down the “houses.” The test was repeated with the remaining groups and to similar acclaim. One design stood out because, as the student creator explained, they had decided to elevate the “houses” on the rocks, which meant that the water did not touch the houses. The students all murmured how this was a good idea, offering their thoughts about adapting their design strategy. Marcelo prompted them to consider which other materials made a difference, and they settled on the sodium polyacrylate. One of the students shouted, “Polymers are the best thing that ever happened!”

Optimizing. After the first build and discussion of the first water test results, the students returned to their tables and eagerly redesigned their trays. Some students relied entirely on the polymer, deconstructing multiple diapers. One student used sticks to elevate his houses as if on stilts, as is common along the Texas coast, in addition to creating a polymer barrier. The mentors continued to question their redesigns, asking why the students thought their materials and configurations would protect the houses better. The students pointed to the initial test results—the elevated house and the polymer.

After another 10 minutes, the students were ready to re-test their designs. One of the mentors asked the students to think for a moment and predict which would hold up best versus worse and why. The students turned to their groups to confer. They then began to call out their predictions. The mentors encouraged them to explain why their prediction was reasonable, given the previous test and what they knew about the materials. After they made their predictions about which town would best withstand one cup of water, the lead mentor asked them how many cups of water they predicted it would take to leave the town flooded. Students looked back to their designs, pointing to the amount of polymer they had (or had not) used to make their predictions. After each group had made their predictions, the mentors poured the first and then subsequent cups of water, revisiting the predictions as the students cheered and booed the results.
Identity as Subjective/Social

The mentors supported the development of students’ emerging engineering identities by providing external recognition. The mentors did this through positive discourse around the students’ engineering work. The mentors’ recognition of the students’ work was important because the students often struggled to design, build, and test solutions. At the same time, the students clearly relished the mentors’ praise and often danced or shouted happily when they completed a task successfully. To paint a picture of the external recognition that the mentors provided, we draw primarily on our observations to highlight one representative example of how the mentors affirmed the students and their work. In this example, we describe a bioengineering activity as it played out in the fall of 2018 at Jordan.

The purpose of the activity, which they began on a Tuesday and completed on the Saturday of that week, was to create a model of a clogged artery and then design a tool to unplug it. The activity’s context, which excited the boys, was NBA player Chris Bosh, who was hospitalized in 2014 with a pulmonary embolism, which occurred because repeated blood clots blocked an artery in his lungs. A student-teacher led the session, and the mentors sat at the tables with the students. The teacher announced, “Today, you’re all going to become bioengineers so we can figure out a solution for Chris Bosch so he can keep playing basketball.” The students quieted down, interested to hear more about the basketball player and the health condition that almost ended his life. Throughout the afternoon, the mentors encouraged the students to work together as a team—like engineers do—praising them as they progressed with their models of the clogged artery. Once they had completed their models, the students tested their models using water to see whether having a clogged artery made a difference. Specifically, the students poured 100 ml of water through a cleared tube and the same amount through the blocked artery model, using a stopwatch to test whether there was a difference in the time it took for the water to pass entirely through. The mentors observed while the students measured and then poured the water, ensuring that they recorded the times and helped them draw conclusions.

We observed how the mentors affirmed students’ ideas and work during the design phase during the Saturday session. Two students (Landyn and Charles), two mentors (Cassandra and David), and several guest mentors from a local association of Black professionals attended the Saturday session. The goal was to create a tool to clear out the clogged artery. The two students in attendance were both fourth graders and in their first semester in the program. Throughout the semester, Charles often appeared uninterested in the work and spent much of his time talking about basketball and eventually missed several sessions toward the end of the semester because of basketball practice. For example, during the session we describe below, one of the guest mentors explains that engineers make good money because they solve challenging problems. Charles responded forcefully that he was going to be a basketball player and not an engineer. Despite his apparent indifference, Charles enjoyed spending time with his friends and generally got along well with the other boys in the program. Landyn, in contrast, was openly interested in the engineering activities but struggled to work well with the other boys and improve on design errors.

The two students worked separately, each with a guest mentor, to re-create the clogged artery model. Then, they used materials including playdoh, paper clips, popsicle sticks, and rubber bands to design and build a tool to try to “unclog” the model artery. Both students struggled to think of ways to use the materials to create a tool. The guest mentors made suggestions and then praised the students’ work as they began to draw and describe their ideas. With their designs complete, the students began to open the paper clips and stick them to the popsicle sticks with playdoh and the rubber bands. Charles finished his prototype before Landyn and chatted eagerly with the guest mentors and David about his design and tool, which he thought were cool.

David and Cassandra also offered positive affirmations of students’ completed work. Once the students had completed their tools, they tested them using the tool to try to push out the playdoh in the clogged artery model. Both students found that it was more challenging than they thought it would be because the playdoh’s resistance in the model bent or even broke off the paper clips, which both students were using as part of the tool to push the playdoh out. At one point, Landyn’s tool got stuck in the model artery, and he lost his temper. Cassandra asked him how he might alter the tool so that it did not get stuck and then brainstormed ideas with him. She suggested inserting the tool from the other side of the tube, which he did, and he managed to dislodge some of the playdoh; Landyn declared, “It’s working!” and Cassandra praised his persistence and the tool. As the activity wound down and both boys were able to clear out the model artery, one of the mentors applauded and told them that both teams had “saved Chris Bosh.”

The Program Components as Protective

Protective Against a Lack of Belonging

In this section, we provide evidence of how the mentors created a sense of belonging among the students and how the students expressed a sense of belonging within the program. The mentors created a sense of belonging among the students
by cultivating friendship with the boys and by providing academic and socioemotional support, interactions we describe at greater length in Snodgrass Rangel et al. (2020).

**Sense of Belonging through Friendship.** Some of the friendships occurred during the sessions, when the mentors joked around with the students, while others occurred before or after the official sessions. As an example of how the mentors acted as friends during sessions, Oliver described how his ability to joke helped cultivate strong relationships with the students: “So, we tell jokes, and basically, it’s like almost I’m like their big brother” (S18, Charter). Luis described how he drew pictures for the students (something the students told us about in their interviews as well):

“I’ve made them all drawings. I’m about to give it to them in an hour or two. I just asked them, “If there’s one thing you could draw for me, what would it be?” They told me something, and I just drew it for them. It’s just a little sketch or whatever. It’s just something nice to do to show them like, “Hey. I really appreciate you paying attention and coming to STEM” because it’s an afterschool program. They don’t have to come there. (S19, Charter)

The mentors also cultivated their friendships outside of the official sessions. For instance, several mentors at Jordan described how the mentors played basketball with the boys after the program. At Chavez, the mentors played soccer with the students after the program session had been completed. The mentors at Chavez also arrived early at the school, which enabled them to talk and connect with the boys about their interests. Yonatan recounted, “So, then they would come in, probably like—most of them would already be there by 3:30…So, I would just kind of let them do their thing, and we would just talk about how their days went” (F19, Chavez).

The young students we spoke to also felt that they had become friends with their mentors. Notably, the students connect the mentors’ words and actions to their sense of belonging in the program. For example, several boys at Charter told us that they considered the mentors family. One said, “they’re always fighting for you. Not literally, but they’re always protecting you…they’re like families [sic]. They treat us very nice” (F18). Another explained that spending time with the mentors was “like making a whole another [sic] family, but it’s in science” (F18). A student at Jordan told us he hoped that one mentor, in particular, would stay at the school site, a reaction to the fact that not all of the mentors stayed more than one semester, and those who did sometimes rotated to other sites. In our interview, he asked us to pass along the following message: “Mr. Jorge, “I’ll give you $1 million if you stay the whole time” (S19). Another student at Jordan told us that he liked the mentors because “they talk to us, they helped us, and maybe we did get in trouble, some people got mad, but everybody still likes the mentors so much because they were like friends” (F18). A student at Charter explained to us that his favorite mentor was Luis because he gave all of the students special drawings, adding, “he’s actually funny. He is a really good artist. He also knows how to help people” (Charter student, S19). A student at Chavez simply said, “They’re nice, friendly, fun” (Student 21, F19).

**Sense of Belonging through Support.** In this section, we share examples of how the students described how the mentors created a sense of belonging by providing support, both academic and socioemotional. For example, a student at Jordan recounted how one of the mentors was very nice, elaborating that, “she could understand us like—…if we’re having a bad day, we will tell her what’s going on, and she will understand” (Student 21, F19). Another student at Jordan had a similar experience with the same mentor. He recounted how “She would calm us down. She would tell us, ‘Why don’t we just work on this project, and we’ll be a team together and work together?’” (Jordan, S19). A student at Chavez described how the mentors “teach us new things. We learned who made things and why. They teach us how to do something better” (Student 25, F19). Finally, a student at Charter explained how the mentors helped them throughout the sessions. He told us, “[one mentor] helped us with so many problems I can’t even remember how much. The other mentors, too, plus they held with a program that they basically—without the mentors, we wouldn’t be in this program today” (S19).

**Protective Against Identity Interference**

**Role Models.** We heard from a handful of students explicitly how they looked up to the mentors as role models. Though not as common as other ways the mentors and students connected, we heard about two ways in which the mentors were role models. First, two students said that being of the same race or ethnicity made them feel closer to the mentors. For example, Rogelio, a student at Jordan, explained that he connected with one mentor in particular, pointing in part to their shared ethnicity. He stated that “Mr. Jorge was also fun and he was the leader of our electricity project that I did. He is also Mexican like me” (S19). A student at Charter also told us that he liked how the mentors and the scientists of the week looked like him. Seeing the mentors and the diverse scientists made him feel proud and curious about what other great minds and inventors he had not been taught about yet. This student, who was Black, said to us,
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They're amazing engineers and careers. A lot of them—I'm not making controversy—but a lot of them was Black.
I enjoy that because I like to see a lot of Black scientists actually getting put up and showing them, instead of hiding in
the dark….So, I have to question myself who else is out there that we don’t know. I saw lots of Black scientists that I
really enjoyed. (Charter, S18)

The effect of the racial or ethnic matching is that it demonstrates to the students that engineers can look like them—and
that people such as themselves can be engineers (Alston et al., 2017; Mondisa, 2018; Rosenthal et al., 2013; Shin et al.,
2016; Young et al., 2013).

Second, several students described how working with the mentors made them think about STEM careers as possibilities.
For instance, Sam, a student at Jordan, explained that the mentors “are nice and they’re cool. They can help you be an
engineer” (Jordan, F19). Similarly, a student at Charter told us that talking and learning about Scientists and Engineers of
Color with the mentors made him think about a STEM career. He recounted how, “we talked about doctors and engineers
and it made me want to be an engineer and a doctor to save people’s lives and to build new things for the world” (F18).
In short, the mentors helped the students see STEM careers generally and engineering in particular as desirable careers.

Shared Interests. The students also described the interests and hobbies they shared with the mentors. These shared
interests were the focus of the many informal conversations that we heard about and that likely were instrumental in helping
the students connect to the mentors as people and see similarities between themselves and the mentors. For example, a
student at Charter told us that he liked solving Rubik’s cubes, an interest he shared with one of the mentors. He said,

Respondent: He could solve those dices.
Moderator: Like a Rubik’s cube?
Respondent: Yes, a Rubik’s cube very fast. He’s like this [moves hands], not even looking. (S19)

A student at Jordan described who his favorite mentor was and why in this way: “Mr. Luis, he liked anime, and he was
really fun to talk to. I usually worked with him when it was the first semester” (S19). Another student at Jordan described
how his favorite mentor watched the same TV show as he did: “He was really nice and he also likes a TV show that I like to
watch a lot” (F18). Finally, most of the students at Jordan told us that they loved playing basketball with the mentors after
the session ended. At the same time, most of the students at Chavez recounted how they loved playing soccer with the
mentors after the session.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to identify how two program components that increasingly are common across afterschool
engineering programs—engineering design activities and mentors—connect to the development of engineering identities in
elementary-aged Black and Brown boys. This section highlights our contributions to research on engineering identity,
describes the limitations of our study, and offers several implications for practice.

Implications for Research

Our study contributes to filling the gaps in STEM and engineering identity research in three ways.

Conceptual Clarity

Our first key contribution to research on engineering identity is conceptual clarity. Though there has been much research
on STEM identity and a growing amount of research on engineering identity, how identity is conceptualized is inconsistent.
Drawing on recent research syntheses of STEM (Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020) and engineering
(Morelock, 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2018) identity, we offer a conceptual model that connects two dimensions of identity—
the representational/enactment and subjective/social dimensions—to one afterschool STEM program’s key components.
We describe how the program components are constructive (i.e., engineering design activities) and protective (i.e., program
mentors). The engineering design activities proactively enhance identity while the program mentors are protective against
common barriers facing marginalized students.

Engineering Identity Among Young Students

Second, we focus on how the program enhances engineering identity development in young students. Unlike college-
aged engineering majors, most elementary students who participate in afterschool engineering programs such as the one
described here likely are encountering engineering for the first time and have little context for what engineering is (Capobianco et al., 2011; Cunningham et al., 2005; Knight & Cunningham, 2004; Mena et al., 2009; Owari et al., 2007). Prior research demonstrates the importance of symbols (e.g., students wearing white lab coats are more likely to be perceived by others as 'science people'; Jones et al., 2019) as well as authentic activities (Adams & Gupta, 2013; Aschbacher et al., 2010; Major & Kirn, 2017; Olitsky, 2007; Packard & Nguyen, 2003; Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020; Yoon et al., 2014) and discourse, both of which help develop specialized vocabulary and cultural knowledge (Brown, 2004; Brown et al., 2005; Dou et al., 2019; Radovic et al., 2018; Ryu et al., 2019; Tonso, 2006a). Our work provides additional evidence of this constructive pathway connecting enactment of engineering work to identity but does so in the context of elementary-aged students. We identify the mechanism using our framework, highlighting that the afterschool engineering program connects to engineering identity via the representational/enactment dimension of identity. This dimension of identity allows students to be engineers through hands-on engineering design activities as students engage in engineering work and discourse (Radovic et al., 2018; Simpson & Bouhafa, 2020).

Engineering Identity and Black and Brown Boys

Our third contribution is to our understanding of how the program components can play a protective role among Students of Color. Protective factors seek to address or mitigate the barriers that marginalized students, particularly Black and Brown boys, face when engaging with exclusive spaces such as engineering. Prior research highlights multiple barriers to STEM and engineering identity development among Black and Brown boys, including a lack of a sense of belonging (Collins, 2018; McGee, 2016, 2020; McGee & Martin, 2011; Tan & Calabrese Barton, 2016) and identity interference (Archer et al., 2014). Many researchers have argued that mentors and role models from the same race, ethnicity, or gender can make marginalized students feel like they belong and help them see themselves as STEM people (McLean et al., 2020; Mondisa, 2018; Mondisa & McComb, 2018; Shin et al., 2016), and our findings support this argument. We provide evidence that matching mentors (role models) to their mentees based on race or ethnicity can help the young Students of Color see that engineering is possible. Based on our findings, we add that it is essential that the mentors share the elementary students’ interests (e.g., video games) and also understand the popular culture references students make during sessions (e.g., to video games, to TV shows, to comic books). These shared interests create additional opportunities for informal conversations that develop deeper relationships between the mentors and mentees.

We also note that the friendships that developed with the mentors in the program throughout the boys’ participation helped enhance the sense of community and belonging. The affective and supportive relationships that the mentors developed with the boys over one or more semesters may help the boys overcome any sense that engineering is not for them or conflicts with identities they already have (Archer et al., 2014; Collins, 2018). In this way, friendship may be a critical mechanism among young Black and Brown boys, who otherwise may be quick to dismiss engineering as uncool and not for them because of how they have been marginalized from engineering (Archer et al., 2014; DeWitt et al., 2013).

Limitations

As with any study, ours had its limitations. First, the generalizability of our findings may be limited by our focus on a small sample of students and mentors participating in a single afterschool engineering program. Our findings may not generalize to different programs, such as those that serve girls instead of or in addition to boys or those that do not have mentors. Future research should examine the mechanisms we have identified in other afterschool STEM and engineering programs. A second limitation is that we spoke to the mentors and students only once a semester during the study, and so we were asking them to recall experiences that may have happened eight or nine weeks prior. Our use of the observations was meant, in part, to mitigate this effect, but it does not overcome it. Future research should consider following fewer students and mentors but interviewing them more frequently or even collecting data in other ways, such as through regular journaling. A third limitation is that we have not connected the mechanisms to measures of students’ engineering identity; instead, we focused on identifying how an informal engineering program can enhance their identity. A final limitation is that our design is not longitudinal in that we did not follow specific students over time as they engaged with the program activities and mentors. For this reason, we are not able to speak directly to the third dimension that Radovic and colleagues (2018) identify—the malleable nature of identity. Future research should connect the mechanisms we have identified to the changing nature of participants’ engineering identities.

Implications for Practice

Our findings point to four implications for engineering educators working in informal settings. The first is that mentors play a decisive protective role in making engineering more accessible for young children and Black and Brown boys in
particular. There are other informal engineering programs that integrate mentors, such as the BULLS-EYE Mentoring program at the University of South Florida, which works with middle schoolers, and the STOMP program at Tufts University, which works with elementary school students; we encourage the proliferation of this program model. Existing afterschool engineering programs that do not already incorporate undergraduate STEM mentors should do so, and universities should support STEM and engineering mentoring programs for elementary students as a way to help mitigate barriers that historically marginalized youth commonly encounter in STEM and engineering spaces.

A second recommendation is that existing STEM or engineering mentor programs should work to retain their mentors. Mentor retention is a common challenge for programs (Drew, 2018; McMorris et al., 2018; Raposa et al., 2017), but our findings suggest that retaining mentors is essential for developing deeper relationships with mentees and mentors. One way to address retention is through purposeful recruitment—recruiting mentors who have strong intrinsic motivations and who are not about to graduate and therefore could, in theory, serve longer as mentors (Snodgrass Rangel et al., 2021). A second way to address retention is to cultivate mentors’ sense of self-efficacy (Parra et al., 2002; Rhodes, 2002; Snodgrass Rangel et al., 2021). Extrinsic motivators, such as payment, course credit, or other transactional benefits (Ragins & Scandura, 1999), may be useful for motivating mentors to give it a try (Nelson et al., 2017). However, they may be insufficient to retain them when the work becomes more challenging (Snodgrass Rangel et al., 2021).

A third and related recommendation is to seek mentors who share experiences and culture with the students participating in the program. Research is somewhat mixed on the importance of matching mentors to mentees in terms of gender, race, or ethnicity (Cheryan et al., 2013; Marx & Ko, 2012; Marx et al., 2009, 2013; McLean et al., 2020; Shin et al., 2016), but our findings suggest that the shared experiences associated with gender, race, or ethnicity help young students see engineering as both possible and desirable.

A fourth implication is that mentors and program staff should receive explicit training to support identity development in their mentees. Mentors need to understand that they play an essential role in imparting content knowledge and cultivating a trusting and caring relationship with their mentees. As part of that, they should be encouraged to start or engage in conversations around the students’ interests. Mentors also need to learn about the importance of their affirmation of the students’ struggle and their final products. We recommend that training engage the mentors in role-play and provide them with opportunities to see what these mentoring behaviors look like, either in videos or through observations. Fifth and finally, we recommend that program designers learn about incorporating young students’ interests into the engineering design activities. Students are more likely to get excited about projects that address topics they care about, such as basketball, or are relevant to their experiences, such as the flooding activity.
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Appendix A. *A Priori* and Emergent Codes for Thematic Analysis

- Program components as constructive (*a priori*)
  - Representational/enactment identity (*a priori*)
  - Subjective/social identity (*a priori*)
- Program components as protective (*a priori*)
  - Lack of belonging (*a priori*)
    - Friendship (emerging)
    - Support (emerging)
  - Identity interference (*a priori*)
    - Role models (emerging)
    - Shared interests (emerging)

Appendix B. Semi-structured Interview Protocols

*Interview Protocol: Mentors*

*My name is ______ and I am helping with the research component of the [Program name]. In this interview, I am going to ask you about your experience as a mentor in the afterschool program. As we talk, I’d like you to think about your experiences, the students you worked with, and how the experience made you feel as a mentor, engineering student, and future professional. If at any time, you would like to stop the interview or you would like me to stop recording, please let me know. This interview should take about 30 minutes.*

1. Background questions:
   a. [ONLY FOR NEW MENTORS] Have you volunteered or worked as a mentor before? Can you tell me more about what you did?
      i. Why did you get into volunteering/mentoring?
      ii. What do you think you got out of that experience?

2. [ONLY FOR NEW MENTORS] STEM background and identity: Questions about high school experiences:
   a. Tell me about your high school and your friends in high school—did you have other friends who were good at school and into STEM?
   b. How would you say you got into STEM? When did you decide that STEM was for you?
      i. Was there an “a-ha” moment?
   c. Can you tell me about a time in high school when you struggled in a science or math class, and how addressed it?

3. Questions about your experience as a mentor this semester
   a. [ONLY FOR NEW MENTORS] How did you learn about the mentoring program? [Follow up on this to get details]
   b. Can you tell me about how mentoring went this year/semester?
      i. How did you understand your role as a mentor? Can you describe a typical mentoring session?
      ii. [FOR RETURNING MENTORS] How did this last semester compare to previous semesters? What was similar/different?
   c. How confident do you feel in your abilities to mentor in the future?
   d. What experiences this semester or year have helped you to develop as a mentor?
   e. How well, do you believe, your mentees are responding to you as a mentor?
   f. Can you provide an example of how you successfully helped a mentee (meet and overcome a challenging obstacle) this past semester?
g. After your experiences, are you more or less likely to mentor in the future? Why?

h. Thinking as a [university] student, in what ways has being a mentor with this program changed how you think about the university, your major, or your career interests? Please be sure to explain.

i. Do you think you would want to serve as a mentor again with this or a similar program? Why or why not?

j. Would you recommend the program to other engineering students? What would you tell them?

4. Is there anything else you would like to add?

Student Questions

My name is ______, and I’m helping with the research component of this program. So, in this interview I’m going to ask you what you think about science, math, and engineering. I’m also going to ask you about the afterschool STEM program you participated in. If at any time you would like me to stop the interview or you would like me to stop recording just let me know. It should take about 30 minutes.

Academic Identity

- Do you enjoy going to school?
- What’s your favorite subject in school? Why?
- When you are in [math/science class], how do you feel?

STEM Interest

- What was your favorite thing about the STEM program this semester?
- Do you enjoy doing the engineering activities in the STEM program?
- Do you share what you’ve learned in the STEM program with your friends or family?

Identity: Recognition from Others

- Do your parents/family like that you’re in the STEM program? What are they saying?
- Do your teachers know that you’re in the STEM program? What do they say?
- What did you think about the mentors? Why?
- What did you like or not like about working with them?
- What have the mentors said about how well you do in the STEM program?

Identity: Recognition from Self

- When you were doing the engineering activities, how did you feel?

Identity: What an Engineer Does and Looks Like

- What kinds of things does an engineer do at work?
- Draw an engineer: Using these crayons, please take 5 minutes to draw an engineer.
  - Probes: Is this a man or a woman? Why did you draw the engineer that way? Why did you use the colors you did? Do you think this engineer looks like you?
- Pictures of engineers: Here are some pictures of people. I need you to tell me which person is an engineer and why you think so.

Is there anything else you would like to add about the afterschool program?
Those are all of my questions, thank you!